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INFLUENCE OF LANDSCAPE ON GENE DIFFERENTIATION IN THE AMERICAN PIKA 
(Ochotona princeps) WITHIN THE INTERSTATE 90 SNOQUALMIE PASS CORRIDOR. 
by 
 




Understanding the impact of landscape features on movement of genes among populations can be 
helpful in managing wildlife populations. Our study used GIS tools to compare genetic 
connectivity among 13 American pika (Ochotona princeps) habitat patches across an 
approximately 77 square mile area adjacent to Interstate 90 near Snoqualmie Pass, WA. Tissue 
samples were collected from 85 individuals and genotyped at six microsatellite loci to determine 
genetic differentiation among each pair of patches. A variety of models estimating the influence 
of landscape factors on gene flow were then used to find “resistance scores” among each pair of 
patches using the Circuitscape program. Partial Mantel tests, which removed the effect of 
isolation by distance (IBD), were compared with corresponding genetic and geographic matrices 
to assess which geographic model resulted in the greatest fit. A number of models showed 
significant correlations when compared to IBD but none of the top models was significantly 
stronger than the remaining top models. Successful models included specific elevation and 
highway models as significant components. Results from this study suggest that increasing 
connectivity at specific areas, such as Gold Creek Bridge and Price/Noble Creeks will increase 
genetic connectivity. 
Key words: American pika, Ochotona princeps, landscape genetics, gene flow, Circuitscape, road 
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The American pika (Ochotona princeps) is a small mammal (162 to 216 mm; 121 to 176 
g; Hall 1981) similar in shape to a hamster but a member of the order Lagomorpha (rabbits and 
hares). Along with the collared pika (O. collaris) in Alaska, it is one of only two Nearctic pika 
species that likely diverged from a common ancestor at least 4.7 mya. In turn, the common 
ancestor is suggested to have separated from the remaining Eurasian lineages via the Bering Land 
Bridge at least 6.2 mya (Lanier and Olson 2009). Recently, up to 36 sub-species of O. princeps 
were recognized; however, this taxonomy was revised based on mitochondrial studies supporting 
5 major groups concordant with geographic region (Hafner and Smith 2010, Galbreath and others 
2010). As a whole, the species is distributed throughout the large mountain ranges of the Western 
United States and Canada from New Mexico in the south to central British Columbia in the north. 
In the Pacific Northwest, the fenisex sub-population is specifically found along the Olympic range 
from Medford, Oregon in the south up to near Kimsquit, British Colombia in the north (Hafner 
and Smith 2010). It is important to note, however, that during taxonomic revisions, the O.p. 
brunnescens subspecies was collapsed into O. p. fenisex and that the previous division between 
the two subspecies was close to our study area (Howell 1919, Hall 1981). 
Ochotona princeps is obligately bound to piles of large broken rock with open cavity 
spaces and surrounding vegetation (Huntly and others 1986, Smith and Weston 1990). Usually 
this is in the form of talus slopes at the base of cliffs, volcanoes, and/or valley shoulders; 
populations have also been found in leftover mine tailings and other anthropogenic rock piles 
(Smith 1974a, Manning and Hagar 2011). Such habitat is essential for storing food as well as 
shelter from predators and the elements (Millar and Westfall 2010, Irvins and Smith 1983). Pikas 
do not hibernate but instead gather all the food resources they need to last throughout the winter 
into haypiles hidden within rocks (Dearing 1997b). Some evidence has indicated pikas will 
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selectively place toxic plants at the bottom of their piles with the two-fold result of giving the 
chemicals time to leach out of the plants while simultaneously preserving the remaining nutrients 
to last until the end of winter (Dearing 1997a). Because of their extensive storage effort, pikas are 
strongly territorial over their haypiles. They will vigorously defend territories by calling and 
chasing any intruders that come within approximately 25 meters of their haypile location (Barash 
1973, Smith and Weston 1990).  
During the autumn, snow over the talus supports a subnivean environment where 
temperatures are kept above freezing and pikas can survive winter completely under cover 
(Kawamichi 1976, Morrison and Hik 2007, Millar and Westfall 2010). Cold weather activity is 
aided by the pikas’ thick fur, high mean body temperature (40.1°C), and a higher metabolic rate 
that is 143% of that expected for its weight (Smith and Weston 1990, MacArthur and Wang 
1973). However, these adaptations become liabilities in warmer temperatures due to pikas’ 
limited physiological mechanisms for cooling.  Studies of caged pikas have resulted in lethal 
hyperthermia at temperatures as low as 25-28°C with 2-6 hours exposure (Smith 1974b, 
MacArthur and Wang 1973). This further reinforces the pikas’ ecological attachment to the talus 
patches, where they use shade to avoid their lethal thermal maximum. They remain inactive 
during the hottest parts of the day and use the talus as a temporary cool-down shelter between 
foraging runs, where they have been observed continually keeping their body temperature within 
a degree of their lethal tolerance (MacArthur and Wang 1974). Additionally, warmer temperatures 
in the fall and winter may reduce snowpack levels, leaving the talus exposed to mortally freezing 
temperatures (Morrison and Hik 2007, Beever and others 2010). 
 
Management Concerns 
The narrow temperature tolerance of pikas restricts their suitable habitat to areas with 
particular climate conditions, which includes a mix of elevation and latitudinal gradients with 
northern populations being found as low as sea level in contrast to southern populations rarely 
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being found below 2500 m, because of latitudal temperature differences (Smith and Weston 
1990). As a consequence, climate change may disproportionally affect the survival of pikas 
(Beever and others 2003 & 2010, Wolf 2010). As global mean temperatures rise, pika distribution 
may be forced further up in elevation until suitable habitat is exhausted. This potential is 
supported by observations of apparent extirpation of low elevation sites in the Great Basin that 
had known populations as of the early 1900s and a rise in the lowest occupied elevation at other 
sites (Beever and others 2003, Wilkening and others 2011). Further studies by Millar and Westfall 
(2010), however, have shown that pikas are present in a number of other Great Basin sites and 
throughout the Sierra Nevadas, including areas of low elevation. Neither study has overwhelming 
support based on few site visits and lack of data to establish a trend. This split in results led the 
US FWS to reject the Center for Biological Diversity’s petition to list O. princeps under the 
Endangered Species Act, but acknowledged the validity of the risk (Crist 2010). As such, pikas 
remain an important focal species for examining current and potential impacts of climate change. 
When these narrow climatic tolerances are considered along with the pikas’ strong food-
storage connection to naturally fragmented talus patches, it is clear that pika populations will be 
isolated from each other. This isolation is magnified by high levels of philopatry and the need of 
juveniles to quickly establish territories in order to successfully begin their stores for the winter 
(Smith and Weston 1990). Between 84% (Smith and Ivins 1983) and 96% (Tapper 1973) of 
juvenile pikas find locations on their natal talus that were either not previously colonized or were 
vacated by a recent mortality. Most pikas that survive the first year live on average three to four 
years, however, so successful populations will eventually force juveniles off patch (Peacock 
1997). Those that are forced to leave their natal patch have been directly recorded dispersing 
relatively small distances (an average of 332 meters) and genetic results suggesting only slightly 
larger distances (approx. 2 km) (Smith 1974a, Peacock 1997, Franken and Hik 2004). As a result, 
additional restrictions to their movement such as road construction or other habitat disturbances 
could negatively impact gene flow and thus population genetic diversity (Sato and others 2014, 
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Rivera-Ortíz and others 2014). This in turn makes populations vulnerable to the effects of 
stochastic events and possible inbreeding depression (Frankham 2005, Markert and others 2010).   
In order to address the effects of roadways on pikas, we conducted a landscape genetics 
study along Interstate 90 at Snoqualmie Pass where wildlife crossing structures are currently 
being installed. By comparing the levels of genetic differences among populations to the 
landscape features that fragment them we can assess the level to which roads may restrict gene 
flow. This study will further provide a method to assess the potential effectiveness of current and 
proposed crossing structures.  
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ABSTRACT-- Understanding the impact of different landscape features on the movement 
of genes among populations can be helpful in managing wildlife populations. Our study used GIS 
tools to compare genetic connectivity among 13 American pika (Ochotona princeps) habitat 
patches across an approximately 77 square km area adjacent to Interstate 90 near Snoqualmie 
Pass, WA. Tissue samples were collected from 85 individuals and genotyped at six microsatellite 
loci to determine genetic differentiation among each pair of patches. A variety of models 
estimating the influence of landscape factors on gene flow were then used to find “resistance 
scores” between each pair of patches using the Circuitscape program. Partial Mantel tests, which 
removed the effect of isolation by distance (IBD), compared the corresponding genetic and 
geographic matrices to assess which geographic model resulted in the best fit. A number of 
models showed significant correlations when compared to IBD but none of the top models was 
significantly stronger than the remaining top models. Successful models included specific 
elevation and highway models as significant components. Results from this study suggest that 
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increasing connectivity at specific areas, such as Gold Creek Bridge and Price/Noble Creeks will 
increase genetic connectivity. 
Key words: American pika, Ochotona princeps, landscape genetics, gene flow, Circuitscape, 
connectivity, small mammals, road ecology, Snoqualmie Pass, WA 
 
Habitat fragmentation is a main driver of biodiversity loss, leading to isolation of 
populations in different habitat patches often separated by a matrix of less hospitable land cover 
(Haddad and others 2015). As a result, individuals can be isolated not only from potential food 
and shelter resources but also from potential mates. Consequently, population genetic diversity 
can be lost due to decreased gene flow and loss of genes by genetic drift in small populations 
(Sato and others 2014, Rivera-Ortíz and others 2014). This, in turn, can leave populations 
vulnerable to the effects of stochastic events and inbreeding depression (Frankham 2005, Markert 
and others 2010).  The division between “matrix” and “habitat” is often not clear, however, and 
the composition of the less hospitable matrix can result in significant differences in individuals’ 
ability to traverse between locations (Rickets 2001)  
Fragmentation created by roads can be significant. Paved roads cover nearly 2% of the 
United States' landmass, but it is estimated their functional influence extends to nearly 20% of 
that same total land area (Forman and Alexander 1998). This is primarily based on the ability of 
car collision mortality, chemical run-off, noise, and light pollution influence areas greater than 
100 meters from the road (Francis and others 2009, De Molenaar and others 2006, Mahaney 
1994). Long linear roads can completely bisect populations between regions in ways that habitat 
degradation, rural development, and natural geographic barriers do not. The construction of 
wildlife crossing structures has been suggested as a tool to counteract the detrimental effects of 
roads. These include underpasses and overpasses designed specifically to allow animals to move 
from one side of the road to the other. Crossing structures have been used in the United States 
since the 1950s and have seen increased usage in Europe (Clevenger and Huijser 2011). Despite 
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their expanding use and a growing set of designs, the degree to which these structures have been 
evaluated remains limited. Remote cameras and radio telemetry studies indicate individuals of 
many species use these structures; however, they only detect successful movement and not 
whether that movement is increasing population viability (Foster and Humphrey 1995, Lacy 
1997, Mata and others 2008). This concern is now beginning to be addressed through genetic 
studies that use parentage analysis and gene flow as the evaluation metric as opposed to simple 
dispersal (Sawaya and others 2013, 2014).  Mitigation methods also included fences along the 
road way to funnel species toward crossing structures to reduce mortality caused by collisions, 
but new fences may act as even more effective barriers to movement than the roads themselves 
(Dodd and others 2004, Aresco 2005).  
Finding ways to facilitate wildlife movement is increasingly important as climate change 
alters environments and forces populations to shift ranges. Climate change has been predicted to 
have the highest impact on alpine and other cold weather-adapted species because they will be 
required to find higher and higher elevations for habitable temperatures (Beever 2003 & 2010, 
Wolf 2010). Therefore, our study was focused on a species petitioned for listing under the 
endangered species act for specifically that concern, the American pika (Ochotona princeps) 
(Wolfe and others 2007). It is a small lagomorph that does do not hibernate but instead gather all 
the food resources they need to last throughout the winter into haypiles hidden in talus crevices 
under the snow (Dearing 1997b). This cold weather activity is aided by the pikas’ thick fur, high 
mean body temperature (40.1⁰ C), and a metabolic rate 143% of that expected for its weight 
(Smith and Weston 1990, MacArthur and Wang 1973). These adaptations become liabilities in 
warmer temperatures, however, because the pikas have limited physiological cooling 
mechanisms.  Studies of caged pikas resulted in lethal hyperthermia at temperatures as low as 25-
28 degrees C with 2-6 hours exposure (Smith 1974, MacArthur and Wang 1973). The cooler 
microclimate of the talus offers a behavioral thermoregulation option but it also ties the species to 
a naturally patchy habitat, making understanding the landscape features that help or hinder 
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dispersal between these patches vital for management efforts (MacArthur and Wang 1974). 
In order to address the effects of roads and other landscape features on pikas, we applied 
a landscape genetics analysis in the area surrounding Interstate 90 at Snoqualmie Pass. Landscape 
genetics attempts to quantify the varying influence of different matrix types by comparing 
spatially explicit genetic information with geographic features (Mantel and others 2003). Using 
Geographic Information Systems (GIS), geographic features can be represented as a raster grid in 
which each pixel is assigned a value corresponding to a proposed level of resistance to animal 
movement caused by the represented feature. In this way distance or resistance scores can be 
created between pairs of locations by finding the sum value of all connecting pixels on the route. 
In a similar fashion, measures of genetic differentiation can be calculated between populations at 
pairs of those locations.  By comparing this genetic matrix to a series of distance matrices based 
on different resistance models, we are able to determine which model best predicts the true 
influence of the landscape. Additionally, the Washington State Department of Transportation is 
currently in the process of adding or improving a number of wildlife crossing structures in this 
area while simultaneously supporting its use as the major east-west transportation route in the 
state and an important north-south corridor for wildlife movement through the Cascade Mountain 
Range (Singleton and Lehmkuhl 2000). Results of this pre-construction study will act as a 
baseline for comparisons with post-construction surveys to evaluate the effectiveness of the 
crossing structures. Given the number of distinct crossing structures modeled specifically for a 
variety of taxa, this is an important opportunity to assess the impact of these management and 
mitigation efforts to enhance connectivity of wildlife populations. Additionally, by focusing on 
the pika we can shed light on the dynamics of low-mobility species in contrast to the large bodied 







Study Area and Sample Collection 
 The study was conducted along a 22-km section of the Interstate-90 corridor at 
Snoqualmie Pass, with sample sites ranging from immediately adjacent to the freeway to 
approximately 3 km away.  Ear tissue samples from 85 live captured individuals were collected at 
13 sample sites (Hooghkirk 2013, Ernest pers. comm.). Collections were made between 2008 and 
2013, with conspicuous clip marks and passive integrated transponder chips (PIT tags) used to 
avoid resampling of individuals. Samples were stored in dry coin envelopes until removal for 
extraction.  
 
Extraction and Amplification 
 Genomic DNA was extracted from samples via QIAGEN’s QIAamp DNA Investigator 
kit following manufacturer protocols. Final product was eluted to a 100 uL volume and stored at  
-20⁰C. Each sample was typed at 6 microsatellite loci: OCP2, OCP4, OCP7, OCP 9, OCP 11, and 
OCP21 (Peacock and others 2002, Castillo and others 2014). Amplifications were initially 
completed in 9 uL volumes comprised of 5 uL AmpliTaq Gold 360 Master Mix, 2 uL of sample 
DNA, 0.1 uL of unlabeled reverse primer, 0.1 uL of 800 IR dye m13-labeled forward primer, and 
1.8 uL RNAse free water. Samples that did not amplify on the first attempt were amplified again 
with 3uL DNA for a total reaction volume of 10uL. Reactions were run on either a BioRad 
MyCycler or NyxTecnik Amplitronyx 4 thermocyclers under the following conditions: 95⁰C for 
10 minutes, followed by 36 cycles of 95⁰C for 30 seconds, 58⁰C (OCP4, OCP7) or 55⁰C (all 
other primers) for 30 seconds, and 72⁰C for 1 minute, finishing at 72⁰C for 7 minutes.  
Electrophoresis aliquots (12 uL) composed of 1uL PCR product, 9uL of RNAse free 
water and 2uL of LICOR IR stop buffer were first denatured at 95⁰C for 3 minutes and then 
placed on ice before being loaded into 0.25 mm thick, 25 cm polyacrylamide gels at either 6.5% 
or 5.5%. No difference in scoring ability was detected among gel concentrations. Electrophoresis 
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and imaging were completed using a LICOR 4300 DNA analyzer (LI-COR Biosciences Inc., 
Lincoln, Nebraska). Results were scored via Li-COR Saga GT software (LI-COR Biosciences 
Inc., Lincoln, Nebraska). Samples that scored as homozygous for OCP7 were re-run using a 0.2 
mm thick, 41 cm, 5.5% polyacrylamide gel in order to provide adequate space for separation of 
dinucleotide repeats. Samples that produced oversaturated bands were re-run using a 10-fold 
dilution of the electrophoresis aliquot, while samples that produced overly faint or no bands were 
re-run using the original PCR product. 
 
Genetic Analysis 
Basic measurements of genetic parameters, including tests for Hardy-Weinberg 
equilibrium and linkage disequilibrium, were conducted via GENEPOP on the web (Raymond 
and Rousset 1995) for both the sample set as a whole and by locus and sample site. Evidence of 
null alleles was checked through the R package PopGenReport (Adamack and Gruber 2014). 
Genetic clustering was examined at 3 levels of prior information: no a priori association in 
Structure (Pritchard and others 2000), spatially neutral sample site association through the 
LOCPRIOR function (Hubisz and others 2009) in Structure, and spatially explicit association 
through GENELAND (Guillot and others 2009). All 3 systems were run for 10 replications using 
a correlated allele model with a burn in period of 100,000 iterations and 1,000,000 Monte Carlo 
repetitions. The most likely value of K from the Structure results was confirmed through Evano’s 
method (Evano and others 2005) in Structure Harvester (Earl & vonHoldt 2011). Pairwise genetic 
distances in the form of Hedricks G’st (2005), and Jost’s D (2008) were calculated using the R 
package PopGenReport.  
 
Geographic Analysis 
 Landscape parameters selected for our initial univariate study were as follows: Interstate 
90 (I-90), the Yakima River, other roads (Forest Service, residential, etc.), elevation, aspect, forest 
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stand height, red alder (Alnus rubra) density,  quaking aspen (Populus tremuloides) density, and 
volume of down woody debris. These layers were chosen based primarily on expert opinion 
related to pika life histories and a general assessment of the major landscape features in the study 
area. Aspect was used as a proxy for temperature based on differing solar radiation levels 
depending on the direction of a hill face. Down woody cover was used as a more exploratory 
variable based on the possibility of pikas using wood piles as temporary shelter locations.  
Polyline data files for the interstate, roads, and river were provided by WSDOT. Culvert locations 
along I-90 were also sourced from WSDOT. Aspect and elevation were derived from 10-m DEM 
data sets provided by US Geological Survey. All vegetation data were gathered at 30-m resolution 
from the Landscape Ecology, Modeling Mapping, and Analysis Research Group’s GNN Structure 
Project. Additionally, Keechelus Reservoir was modeled with a shape based on LIDAR data and 
records of reservoir volume during typical pika dispersal season as provided by the US Bureau of 
Reclamation.  The pixels in this area were assigned a “No Data” value, removing them from route 
calculations based on the assumption that pika are not capable of swimming any significant 
distances. All data were converted to fit a 20-m pixel size in order to ensure consistency in linear 
features (roads, river) and then cut to a 444 by 979 pixel grid covering all sample sites. 
The linear raster sets for roads and the Yakima River were simply reclassified at weights 
of 10, 50, 100, 500, 1000, and 5000. The interstate was reclassified using the same values but also 
analyzed in 3 models of current crossing points with varying use of pixel “openings” that would 
not be reclassified with the rest of the interstate. The three models included were a base model 
with no openings, a Gold Creek model with an opening at the location of the Gold Creek Bridge, 
and a Price-Noble Model that included openings both at Gold Creek Bridge and the location of 
the Price Creek and Noble Creek culverts. All vegetation models except stand height were 
standardized and then reclassified as an inverse fraction of a maximum resistance (Rmax) (2, 10, 
100, 500, 1000) at an exponential based rate at (0.5, 1, 2, 4) for a total of 20 distinct models. 
Stand height was standardized and reclassified using the same values but was modeled in a direct 
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relationship to resistance instead of inverse. In this way alder and aspen were represented as 
supporting pika movement while large stand heights hindered it. Elevation was reclassified via a 
reverse Gaussian function using 4 optimum elevations that divided the available vertical space 
(700, 1100, 1450, 1780 m), 2 standard deviations factors around that optimum (100, 200), and 3 
Rmax values (2, 100, 1000) for a total of 24 possible models. Aspect was reclassified testing each 
of the cardinal and ordinal directions as optimums, with 3 values of exponential based deviations 
(0.5, 2, and 10) around the optimum, and 3 Rmax values (2, 100, 1000) for a total of 72 possible 
models. Flat areas were reclassified as Rmax/2 (elevation and aspect equations modified from 
Castillo and others 2014). The extent of all these parameter values was chosen to capture the 
entire spread of valid hypotheses and was improved through initial exploratory analysis. For 
variables that produced their strongest correlations at the largest value of a parameter, additional 
models were created and tested using increasing values for that parameter until a peak or plateau 
in correlation value was found. 
 
Univariate comparisons 
Circuitscape (CS) analysis (McRae 2006) was run on each model to create a set of 
pairwise resistance matrices between each pair of sample sites. This approach interprets the map 
like an electrical circuit, with the raster pixels between the population “nodes” as resistors. The 
“resistance cost” of any given route is found by calculating the sum of the values of all pixels it 
crosses between the base location and the destination. Using this study design allows for an 
assessment of all possible routes between any 2 locations as opposed to finding a single ideal 
route as in a least-cost path (LCP) model. This is likely a closer match to biological reality 
because it does not assume all individuals would travel the exact same way or that any individual 
has exact knowledge of the best possible route. A least-cost path analysis was also completed, 
however, as a comparison to older studies. While models were visually inspected to remove 
diagonal pixel gaps, given the large number of linear features, a 4-neighbor cell path model was 
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used to avoid routes that “jumped” features in the model that could not be avoided on the ground. 
Control paths for isolation by distance were created via LCP and CS analysis on a raster by 
setting all pixels to a value of one except for the “No Data” Lake Keechelus area. Results were 
compared against each genetic distinction metric via the partial Mantel test in the PASSAGE 
program with the respective control matrix used as the constant. Results for each metric were 
arranged by correlation value and their strength assessed by causal modeling. Traditionally, AIC 
values would be used to evaluate the relative strength of the top model to the remaining 
alternatives but the method for assigning this value to a Mantel test has not been fully 
investigated (Van Strien and others 2012). Instead we followed the causal modeling frameworks 
proposed by Cushman, Wasserman, and their co-authors (2013), in which a model must return a 
significant result when run in a Mantel test by partialing out each of the other candidates 
individually in order to be considered a significantly better fit.  
 
Multivariate Comparisons 
A complete sampling of all possible multivariate parameter sets remains computationally 
infeasible so an optimization method based on Shirk and others (2010) was devised utilizing 
Circuitscape only. First, the top-performing parameter set for each of the top-performing variables 
was used as the basis for bivariate combinations with all parameter sets of each of the remaining 
variables. The best fitting parameter pairing for each unique combination of variables was found 
and confirmed by holding the parameter set for the second variable constant while varying the 
parameters of the base variable. If a parameter set different from the original base was found to 
maximize the combination with the second variable, then the new base was held constant and the 
second variable tested again and so on until a constant pair of parameter sets was found. If the 
correlation value of the new combination failed to improve on the value of the univariate models 
from which it was composed then it was excluded from future combinations. The parameter pairs 
that did result in an improved correlation value then became the base for a third round of 
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combinations with all parameter sets of each of the remaining variables. The same confirmation 
procedure was then performed for the new top-performing unique combinations. This process 
continued until no unique combinations remained or new combinations failed to improve on the 
performance of their base. The top correlating models for each unique grouping of variables were 
compared by causal modeling in the same fashion as the univariate models. 
 
RESULTS 
Eighty-five pika tissue samples were amplified successfully for 6 microsatellite loci with 
only 6 individuals missing data at 1 locus, and 1 missing data at 2 loci. Null allele levels were low 
for OCP2 and OCP9 at median frequencies of 0.108 and 0.086, respectively. No signs of linkage 
disequilibrium or deviations from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium were observed at any loci or 
patch group when a Bonferoni correction was used. 
 
Cluster Analysis 
A series of cluster analyses was conducted in order to assign individuals to distinct 
groups based on genetic similarity. Structure analysis with no a priori information failed to detect 
any distinctions among the groups but when the LOCPRIOR option was utilized 3 populations 
were assigned (Figures 1 and 2). All Hyak sites are grouped together (the Hyak Group) except for 
the most northerly site (HY2) that is assigned to a grouping with only the proximate Gold Creek 
Bridge site. The only other individuals that had major portions of their genotype associated with 
this paired group (GCB group) were found in the Hyak group. All sites south of the lake are 
strongly assigned to a single group although some admixture from the Hyak grouping is found at 
the John Wayne Trail (JWT13) site. The northeastern sites at Gold Creek trail (GCT) and Rocky 
Run were less geographically intuitive with GCT grouping strongly with the Southern group, 
RR2 grouping strongly with the Hyak sites, and RR1 showing nearly equal admixture between 
the two. Geneland’s spatially explicit analysis (Figure 3) correlates with these results. The results 
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indicate some suggestion that either the GCT site or Hudson Quarry (HU2) site may represent a 
fourth independent group; however, even with two million Monte Carlo repetitions results were 
inconsistent and evidence for a fourth population was not found. This result suggests that while 
there may not be strong overall population structure the individual patches do show some level of 
distinction and that it follows a spatial pattern. 
 
 
Figure 1- Structure results using the LOCPRIOR option with a K value of 3. Each bar represents 
an individual and each color represents a population assignment. The proportion of color in each 


































Figure 3- Geneland results representing the assignment of sample sites (red dots) to four predicted 
population groupings (pixels colors). These results were created using the same input data and 
both run for two million Monte Carlo repetitions. The results are largely consistent between the 




Univariate Model Optimization 
 Based on this support for patches acting as spatially distinct population units we created 
distance matrices among all 13 patches as determined by the Circuitscape and least-cost path 
analysis of nine landscape features under a number of parameter-based models. These were then 
compared via partial Mantel tests to corresponding matrices of G’st and Dst values (Table 1) with 
isolation by distance (IBD) partialled out.   
Circuitscape models of elevation, aspect, stand height, and the highway yielded strong 
positive correlations for both G’st and Dst but only stand height showed a significant correlation 
and only for G’st (Table 2). Aspen and alder showed positive correlations (but weak) for G’st 
only and were removed from multivariate analysis along with roads and downed woody debris. 
The Yakima River returned a weak correlation for G’st but a relatively strong (r= 0.10) result for 
Dst. Thus to account for a potential bias due to the regional limitations of the river’s influence, 
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this layer was retained for multivariate analysis in both genetic measures. Optimum parameter 
classes were similar between the two genetic measures for highway, stand height, and aspect, 
while the optimum elevation was found to be 700 m for G’st and 1450 m for Dst. None of the top 
CS models were significantly superior when compared to each other. 
Least-cost path analysis for G’st showed all but the Yakima River with positive 
correlations but only elevation, aspect, and Alder land cover were significant (Table 3). 
Elevation, Alder land cover, down cover, aspect, the Yakima River, the highway, and stand 
height returned positive correlations when compared to Dst, with elevation, Alder land cover, 
down cover, and aspect showing significance. None of the top LCP models were significantly 
superior when compared to each other. Only downed cover and alder cover seemed to show a 
strong differences in support between LCP and CS analysis methods and only small differences 
were seen in the parameter settings for any given variable. We therefore proceeded to the 
multivariate analysis using the more computationally robust CS method to assess detailed 
distinctions in the landscape without concern for bias due to the newer method. 
 
Multivariate Model Optimization 
The top Circuitscape models for each variable (aspect, elevation, highway, stand height, 
and the Yakima) were then used as a base for a series of combinations to create and evaluate 
multivariate combinations in order to model the effect of multiple variables influences 
simultaneously. Partial Mantel tests with the IBD model isolated returned significant positive 
correlations for 11 models when compared to G’st (Table 4) and 5 models when compared to Dst 
(Table 5). The model with the strongest correlation to G’st included all 5 variables with a high 
weight for a south-facing aspect and elevation optimized at 1450 m, medium weights for the 
Price/Noble highway model and stand height, and a low weight for the Yakima River (Table 4). 
  
 











AM GCB GCT HU HY2 HY4 HY5 HY6 JWT1 JWT13 KD1 RR1 RR2
AM 0 0.0614 0.0258 0.1106 0.1686 0.0146 0.115 0.0387 0.1934 -0.026 0.079 0.0055 0.0873
GCB 0.407 0 0.0809 0.1462 0 0.1079 0.0868 0.0044 0.0411 0.0067 0.0901 0.0696 0.1234
GCT 0.215 0.203 0 0.0174 0.1484 0.1461 0.2162 0.1018 0.2004 0 0.0839 0.0502 0.1261
HU 0.362 0.265 0.134 0 0.0971 0.2727 0.323 0.1218 0.0699 0.0085 0.0499 0.0039 0.2697
HY2 0.564 0.093 0.399 0.263 0 0.2034 0.1593 -0.0007 0.105 0.046 0.0941 0.0195 0.3658
HY4 0.365 0.192 0.324 0.457 0.362 0 0.0067 0.0029 0.059 0.0132 0.0546 0.0328 0
HY5 0.398 0.142 0.457 0.428 0.257 0.046 0 -0.047 0.0001 0.008 0.1085 0.0114 0.0229
HY6 0.304 0.041 0.315 0.274 -0.02 0.013 -0.081 0 0.0022 0.0151 0.0759 0.0141 0.0026
JWT1 0.483 0.186 0.554 0.38 0.276 0.299 0.021 0.068 0 0.0242 0.0063 0.0234 0.1793
JWT13 -0.065 0.12 -0.017 0.165 0.282 0.132 0.122 0.109 0.159 0 0.0069 0.0096 0.0262
KD1 0.249 0.16 0.242 0.162 0.238 0.249 0.155 0.145 0.086 0.041 0 0.0579 0.1951
RR1 0.382 0.2 0.182 0.096 0.201 0.247 0.184 0.184 0.51 0.093 0.316 0 0.0177






Table 2- Univariate models (best) of landscape resistance to gene flow for variables as determined by Circuitscape Analysis and partial Mantel 









Stand Height 1000 0.25 - 0.334 0.037
Aspect 3000 10 180⁰ 0.207 0.138
Highway 500 - Price-Noble Model 0.148 0.078
Elevation 2 100 700 m 0.147 0.215
Aspen Land Cover 1000 0.25 - 0.017 0.461
Alder Land Cover 2000 4 - 0.012 0.472
Percent Down Cover 100 10 - -0.010 0.524
Road 2 - - -0.023 0.550
Yakima 2 - - -0.055 0.629
Dst
Elevation 2 200 1450 m 0.213 0.100
Aspect 10 4 225⁰ 0.203 0.120
Stand Height 1000 0.5 - 0.146 0.203
Highway 100 - Price-Noble Model 0.103 0.176
Yakima 2 - - 0.102 0.260
Percent Down Cover 1000 4 - -0.057 0.646
Alder Land Cover 3000 1 - -0.059 0.651
Road 2 - - -0.122 0.759
Aspen Land Cover 1000 2 - -0.171 0.852
Landscape Variable
Optimized Paramater Values






Table 3- Univariate models (Best) of landscape resistance to pika gene flow for variables as determined by Least Cost Path Analysis and partial 








Elevation 2 200 1780 m 0.279 0.015
Aspect 2 0.5 270⁰ 0.256 0.017
Alder Land Cover 3000 2 - 0.247 0.029
Stand Height 500 1 - 0.197 0.130
Percent Down Cover 2 2 - 0.196 0.062
Highway 250 - Price-Noble Model 0.156 0.123
Road 2 - - 0.148 0.153
Aspen Land Cover 2 10 - 0.142 0.173
Yakima 10 - - -0.007 0.526
Dst
Elevation 2 200 1780 m 0.300 0.009
Alder Land Cover 2 0.5 - 0.267 0.020
Percent Down Cover 100 4 - 0.239 0.029
Aspect 100 10 225⁰ 0.218 0.047
Yakima 10 - - 0.098 0.186
Highway 1000 - Price-Noble Model 0.047 0.355
Stand Height 1000 4 - 0.004 0.491
Aspen Land Cover 2 10 - -0.006 0.517
Road 2 - - -0.055 0.653
Landscape Variable
Optimized Paramater Values






The model with the strongest correlation to Dst included all low weights for elevation 
optimized at 1450 m, the Price-Noble highway model, stand height, and a south-facing aspect 




Our results are consistent with a low level of population subdivision as demonstrated by 
the standard Structure analysis being unable to make individual assignments to population 
designations. However, when using Structure’s LOCPRIOR option to assess the same individuals 
as organized into their respective talus patch groups a priori spatially distinct patterns appear. As 
these groupings are generated without any knowledge of the spatial relationship among patches 
the result suggests that some level of population structure does exist. Most Hyak sites are grouped 
together and show some admixture with the adjacent GCB group. Isolation by distance appears to 
be a primary driver for this spatial pattern. The assignment of the far northeast GCT site to the 
Southern population group along with admixture from the Hyak group at the southern JWT13 
patch suggests the possibility that the resistance to gene flow in the matrix is not homogeneous. 
Our landscape genetic analysis supports this as well. Many models, univariate and multivariate, 
returned significantly positive correlations. However, there was no one significantly superior 
model of the top models but rather several equal competing models. A number of factors may be 
driving these results. First, we may be missing a landscape feature that would tease out a singular 
positive model. One potential candidate for future studies would be rocky ground cover. Previous 
studies have collected good information on the size and quality of a number of patches, including 
the sample sites, but this is not at a scale suitable for use as a representation of landcover across 
the entire study region. Second, this type of study is not perfectly suited for the temporal 
dynamics of pikas life histories. Other than some pairs of the Hyak sites, the distance between 
most locations was farther than juvenile’s expected dispersal ability (300-2000 m, Franken and 
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Hik 2004, Peacock 1997, Peacock and Smith 1997). While it is possible that his dispersal distance 
is underestimated given the limited observations of juvenile movements, it is more likely that at 
present, or in the past, additional populations are or were located between these sites. In this way 
genes can travel via a number of generations, stopping at a multiple patches, as opposed to via a 
single individual’s movement. Two patches with multiple talus patch territories between them 
would likely show stronger connectivity than would a pair without them. Stepping stone models 
are designed to take this into account and some landscape genetic studies have implemented them 
in conjunction with simple straight-line routes. The processing power required to test the same 
number of potential variable influences in a Circuitscape framework, as used in this study, 
however, remains computationally unfeasible (Kimura and Weiss 1964, Spear and others 2005).  
While an overall ‘model of best fit’ could not be fully determined, the models that did 
emerge consistently retained a number of similar parameter sets for their variable components 
across multiple base pairings. The strongest of these parameters sets is in elevation, where 11 of 
the 12 top models (for both Dst and G’st) that contained elevation as a component were optimized 
around 1450 m. This may be due to the large area of land on the east side of the lake sitting near 
this optimal elevation, favoring movement from the northeastern sites to the southern sites as 
opposed to the Hyak sites. With most of the sampled sites occurring below this optimum, pikas 
clearly survive at lower elevations. However higher elevations, with presumably lower 
temperatures, may offer better corridors for movement. Dispersing juveniles exert a large amount 
of energy to travel, and without established refuges for retreating during the warmer parts of the 
day they will be especially vulnerable to hyperthermia (Smith 1974).  
These models also provide support for south-facing aspects. This result is surprising 
given this variable was meant to be a proxy for temperature and the sun warms southern slopes 
more than northern ones. As such, the expectation was that pikas, which are temperature 
sensitive, would prefer eastern slopes but our data returned the opposite result. That 12 out of the 
16 top models included aspect as a component suggests that it is an important factor but may be 
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Table 4- Best multivariate models of landscape resistance to pika gene flow for variables as 
determined by partial Mantel tests removing the effects of an isolation by distance model and 




































































































































Table 4- Best multivariate models of landscape resistance to pika gene flow for variables as 
determined by partial Mantel tests removing the effects of an isolation by distance model and 





















































































Table 5- Best multivariate models of landscape resistance to pika gene flow for variables as 
determined by partial Mantel tests removing the effects of an isolation by distance model and 





acting as a proxy for an influence other than temperature. One possibility is that these dryer 
slopes would support vegetation with a less complete canopy cover supporting the pikas’ 
preference for open areas. This is the same preference that stand height was used to understand 
but stand height does not differentiate between tall trees with thick cover, and tall trees without. 
Another possibility is that the increased temperatures of the south-facing slopes result in an 

























































































earlier snow melt (Morrison and Hik 2007). This is known to be detrimental at patch locations but 
may open up pathways away from the patch that aid juvenile dispersal. 
The result most directly relevant for the Interstate 90 project is the success of models 
incorporating crossing structures at Price and Noble Creeks and Gold Creek Bridge. None of the 
seven top models that contain highways as an influence use a highway model without any breaks. 
Of these, only two use the Gold Creek Model that does not include an opening at the Price-Noble 
location. While it would be difficult to determine if it is the culvert specifically that is being used, 
this result suggests that there exists some constrained location for crossing the interstate south of 
the lake. This would also still likely be a funneled location as opposed to unrestricted crossing 
because, at least for both Dst and G’st comparisons, the top models showed stronger correlation 
when the highway forms some level of barrier. If pikas were crossing indiscriminately, a highway 
component in the model would not improve the correlation with the genetic data. 
 The low levels of genetic differentiation among the overall population suggests landscape 
features, which includes Interstate-90, are not acting as a strong barrier to pika gene flow. 
However, with the implementation of the Interstate 90 Snoqualmie Pass East project it will be 
important to monitor these populations for changes in connectivity due to possible unintended 
effects of the new crossing structures. Additionally, continued climate change may impact 
distribution patterns and alter connectivity on the landscape (Calkins and others 2012). With this 
in mind, even weak determinants of movement resistance, like elevation and crossing points on 
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Rmax = maximum resistance,  
Elev = Elevation at the given pixel 
𝐸𝑜𝑝𝑡 = optimal elevation,  






Rmax = maximum resistance,  
θ = Elevation at the given pixel 
θ𝑜𝑝𝑡 = optimal elevation,  
x = standard deviation about the optimal elevation.  
 
